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ABSTRACT Accurately rendering a user’s full body in a virtual environment is crucial for embodied mixed
reality (MR) experiences. Conventional MR systems provide sparse trackers such as a headset and two hand-
held controllers. Recent studies have intensively investigated learning methods to regress untracked joints
from sparse trackers and have produced plausible poses in real time for MR applications. However, most
studies have assumed that they either know the position of the root joint or constrain it, yielding stiff pelvis
motions. This paper presents the first geometry-incorporated learning method to generate the position and
rotation of all joints, including the root joint, from the head and hands information for a wide range of
motions. We split the problem into identifying a reference frame and a pose inference with respect to the new
reference frame. Our method defines an avatar frame by setting a non-joint as the origin and transforms joint
data in aworld coordinate system into the avatar coordinate system.Our learning builds on a propagating long
short-term memory (LSTM) network exploiting prior knowledge of the kinematic chains and the previous
time domain. The learned joints are transformed back to obtain the positions with respect to the world frame.
In our experiments, our method achieves competitive accuracy and robustness with the state-of-the-art speed
of approximately 130 fps on motion capture datasets and the wild tracking data obtained from commercial
MR devices. Our experiments confirm that the proposed method is practically applicable to MR systems.

INDEX TERMS 3D human pose estimation, avatar, mixed reality, virtual reality.

I. INTRODUCTION
The presence of a virtual body is quite compelling for
immersive experiences, particularly when the body moves
like one’s own body [1]. Today’s mixed reality(MR) system
provides three trackers: a head-mounted device (HMD) and
two hand-held controllers. It is possible to visualize a user’s
head and hands in a virtual world and to interact with virtual
objects. Inverse kinematics(IK) methods generate plausible
upper-body motions from three trackers and enable gesture
interactions with the visualized upper-body of avatars. Users
can see their own upper bodies during virtual reality (VR)
interaction and others’ upper bodies in augmented reality
(AR) collaborative tasks. These virtual upper bodies bring a
sense of embodiment and lead to a sense of presence [2].
The animation of virtual full bodies enhances embodiment,

immersion, and presence further than that of virtual upper
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bodies. However, from the limited number of MR system
trackers, creating a virtual full-body is difficult. Users’
motions in MR range from upper-body gesture interaction to
full-body walking, running, sitting, jumping, and so on. The
problem of generating a full-body avatar from these users’
motions requires solving the pose estimation problem and the
positioning and orientation problems of an avatar. The virtual
full-body generation of a user with three trackers is a vastly
underdetermined problem.

For the last couple of years, a significant amount of work
has addressed generating full-body poses in real-time from
sparse trackers. Previous studies used six sensors with a deep
neural network [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], four sensors
by attaching an additional sensor to the pelvis joint [10],
and three sensors of consumer-grade devices [11], [12],
[13], [14], [15], [16]. Previous work using three sensors
has constrained the motion using a pre-generated template
motion repository [11] or implicitly assumed the location
of the pelvis by encoding all joints relative to the pelvis
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[12], [13]. Jiang et al.’s recent work [14] tackles the global
and local pose together and estimates a full-body pose from
three sensors with promising results. However, because their
method obtains the position of the pelvis using forward
kinematics, the location of the pelvis joint is constrained by
the head. Physics-based methods with reinforcement learning
produce high-quality, realistic global and local poses [15],
[16]. However, these reinforcement learning methods are not
practical for VR in their current form due to the relatively
slow execution time and occasional failure to track abrupt
and non-trained complex motions. Existing methods for the
full-body pose from three sparse trackers have limitations,
such as using additional trackers, assuming that the root joint
position is known, and failing to track awide range ofmotions
needs to be faster and more flexible for the root joint.

We propose a new geometry-incorporated learning
approach that splits our problem into finding a reference
frame of an avatar and estimating a pose with respect to the
avatar frame. We refer to our approach as GeoPose. GeoPose
defines a reference frame of a human body from three trackers
and represents the data with respect to the defined avatar
frame. Then, a pose regression network finds mapping in
an avatar coordinate system. Our modified propagating long
short-term memory (p-LSTM) network embeds the joint
connectivity into the deep learning structure. Our p-LSTM
first determines the position and orientation of the pelvis
joint in an avatar coordinate system, which is the root joint
of an articulated body. Subsequently, p-LSTM regresses
the connected joints sequentially. Our network’s output is
then transformed back into a world coordinate system. Our
GeoPose enables inferring all joints, including the pelvis
joint, with respect to an avatar frame and locating and
orienting an avatar in a world coordinate system.

By representing the joint with respect to an avatar
frame, we obtain the following benefits. 1) We decouple
global motion and local pose geometrically, 2) Position and
orientation of three trackers in MR are represented with
respect to the avatar frame instead of the anonymous world
frame of the applications, 3) Position and orientation of a
root joint in motion capture data are represented with respect
to the avatar frame instead of the world frame at the set-up
time, 4) Positions of the articulated joints are represented
with respect to the avatar frame instead of the world frame
of the motion capture system, 5) The pelvis joint has no more
near-zero values by defining the origin of the avatar frame
on the ground instead of the pelvis location, and this avoids a
many-to-one mapping problem from leaf node joints to a root
joint.

To the best of our knowledge, GeoPose is the first method
for inferring six degrees of freedom (DoFs) of the pelvis
joint from three trackers. The geometry-incorporated method
ensures robust global localization and orientation of the
avatar. Joint data representations with respect to an avatar
frame increase the accuracy of pose generation across a wide
range of poses from the three trackers. Experiments validate
the effectiveness of our method on a motion capture dataset
and actual VR data. Actual VR experiments include bending

the upper body, sitting, squatting, jumping, etc.. GeoPose
achieves competitive accuracy, high speed, and robustness
compared to state-of-the-art methods.

II. RELATED WORKS
Human motion capture plays an important role in the
gaming, film, andMR industries. Commercial motion capture
solutions such as Vicon [17] have captured high-quality
human performance. These high-end MoCap systems use
tens of optical markers or inertial measurement units (IMUs)
to capture accurate motion. Such systems are complicated
to set up, expensive, and inadequate for everyday VR
and AR applications. Animating complex full-body avatars
based on sparse input from conventional MR platforms has
become increasingly demanding. Numerous studies have
been conducted on this topic. Since our method only requires
sparse trackers as inputs, we do not discuss image-based
approaches. We review neural networks for full-body motion
generation using sparse sensor trackers.

A. FULL BODY POSE FROM SPARSE TRACKERS
Many state-of-the-art approaches have achieved full-body
poses using six body-worn sensors on the user’s head,
limbs, and waist [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8]. Marcard et al.
[5] present an offline method for human motion capture.
Huang et al. [6] propose the first deep learning method,
which uses a bidirectional recurrent neural network (RNN)
to estimate the human pose in real-time. TransPose [7]
estimates global translations and body poses from six IMUs
at 90fps with state-of-the-art accuracy and later combines it
with physics-based motion optimization for joint torque and
ground reaction [8]. EM-Pose [9] proposes an approach based
on electromagnetic (EM) field sensing.

Research on estimating full-body human motion using
even fewer tracking signals often requires a sensor on the
waist for flexible lower-body motions. Wouda et al. [18]
employ an LSTM-based model to reconstruct the full body
from five sensors mounted on a user’s limbs and the waist.
LoBSTr [10] shows a gated recurrent unit (GRU) model
to predict lower-body motions from four upper-body VR
sensors mounted on the head, hands, and waist and to
compute the upper body using an IK solver. They state that
three sensors are difficult to achieve a wide range of motions.

CoolMoves [11] was the first to use inputs from only the
headset and hand-held controllers. Since they use a template
motion repository to synthesize humanmotion, match similar
motions, and interpolate between them, they limit the range
of synthesized motions. Dittadi et al. [12] use a variational
autoencoder (VAE) framework to compress the head and
hands inputs to a latent space, generating a full-body pose by
sampling from that latent space. However, the authors assume
that the avatar root is at the origin and the representation of the
other joints is relative to the root. Therefore, they implicitly
use the pelvis as a fourth input location, which means that
they solve the problem from four locations and three rotations
of the sensors.
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FLAG [13] proposes an approach based on conditional
normalizing flows for sparse inputs to compute the exact pose
likelihood and outperforms state-of-the-art methods on the
AMASS dataset, leading to a deficient error. However, the
authors also assume that the avatar root is at the origin and has
the same problem as the VAE framework. Therefore, a VAE
framework and FLAG are only practical for actual data when
users stay at a specific location. AvatarPoser [14] employs
a Transformer to learn pose features, decouples the global
motion from the learned pose features, and optimizes the
learned features using an IK. They achieve accurate results
at a competitive speed. However, since they use forward
kinematics to find the position of the pelvis, the pelvis
location is constrained to the head location. As a result,
the pelvis position is stiff so that the height of the pelvis
joint becomes approximately half the head height, and the
in-plane pelvis position moves accordingly to the in-plane
head position.

Neural3Points [15] combines a data-driven method with
physics-based simulation and uses deep reinforcement learn-
ing to reconstruct realistic full-body movements of the user
using three VR trackers. QuestSim [16] incorporates an
off-the-shelf physics simulator into a reinforcement-learning
pipeline to constrain the solution space to physically correct
poses. QuestSim produces accurate and plausible simulations
by mitigating artifacts, such as jitter, foot skating, and
unstable contacts. However, these reinforcement learning
approaches have limitations with respect to unexpected user
motion in MR interactions. Moreover, the delay is about
100∼160 ms, making it impossible to meet real-time VR
requirements.

B. LSTM
Recent advances in neural networks have demonstrated their
potential for effectively handling extensive, high-dimensional
datasets. Once trained, these models have a low memory
footprint and are executed quickly [19]. Recurrent Neural
Networks (RNN) and their derivatives, such as LSTM [20]
and Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) [21], have been successful
in sequence prediction tasks [22] and tasks with densely
connected data [23]. For example, Lin et al. [24] employed
RNN, LSTM, and GRUmodels to learn joint points over time
series, as RNNs are well suited for handling highly related
problems. These studies show that RNNmodels can learn the
dependencies between spatially correlated data, such as the
rotation of human joints. Lee et al. [25] presented p-LSTMs
by connecting several LSTM networks in series to reflect
body part-based structural connectivity as prior knowledge.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
MR systems provide the positions and orientations of the
HMDs and hand-held controllers with respect to the world
frame of MR applications. Let pw(s, t), a 3 by 1 vector, and
Rw(s, t), a 3 by 3 matrix, denote the position and rotation
matrix of an s tracker at a t timeframe using the world
coordinate system. Since each dataset has a different order of
rotations for Euler angles, we rather employ a rotation matrix.

From these sparse tracker data, GeoPose finds the reference
frame of an avatar, an avatar frame, and regresses the position
of the articulated joints with respect to the avatar frame.

An avatar frame is defined with the desired location
and the three basis vectors of an avatar instance. Desired
location and basis vectors of the avatar instance contain the
relationship between the avatar instance and world frame
at the t timeframe. From the given pw(s, t) and Rw(s, t),
this paper obtains the pa(s, t) and Ra(s, t), the position
and rotation matrix of an s sensor at the t timeframe with
respect to the avatar frame respectively. This relationship is
represented as follows:

pa(s, t) = M(t)(pw(s, t) − aw(t)). (1)

Ra(s, t) = M(t)Rw(s, t). (2)

where M(t) is a 3 by 3 rotation matrix and aw(t) is a 3 by
1 translation vector.

Then, this paper achieves the positions and rotations of
the articulated joints for a full body by learning a mapping
function f : R12sn → R12jn through the following equation,

{pa(s, t),Ra(s, t)}
1:jn
1:tn

= f ({pa(s, t),Ra(s, t)})
1:sn
1:tn

. (3)

where sn is the number of joints tracked by the MR system,
jn denotes the number of joints of the full-body avatar, and tn
matches the number of observed MR frames considered from
the past. Specifically, sn is 3 for a headset and both hand-held
controllers, and jn is 21.
We find the transformations in Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 by defining

and updating the avatar reference frames, and Sect. IV
describes this in detail. With respect to our avatar frame,
the data representations are posturally meaningful, so the
mapping in Eq. 3 is feasible. Sect. V introduces the network
architecture to infer the position of articulated joints from the
headset and both hand-held controllers. To regress the posture
of an avatar from sparse trackers in MR, a vast number of
3D ground-truth pose data from a motion capture system are
required. The output of the network is transformed back to
achieve the positions in a world coordinate system.

IV. MODEL GEOMETRY
A. AVATAR’S REFERENCE FRAME
Using the reference frame of an avatar, GeoPose enables
distinguishing global translation and rotation of an avatar
instance and representing the articulated joints with respect
to the avatar frame. Rather than typical reference frames for
human bodies with a pelvis joint as an origin, our avatar frame
has an origin on the ground to avoid the near-zero values
associated with the position of the pelvis joint, and the basis
vectors of our avatar frame align to the body’s side, upward,
and forward directions. Fig. 1 shows the avatar frames in MR
and motion capture systems, updated according to a human
body’s motion. Therefore the joints’ representations deliver
posturally the same meaning at any time in MR and motion
capture systems. By expressing the position and orientation
of the joints using avatar coordinates, the representations
of joints in motion capture systems and MR systems keep
correspondence.
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FIGURE 1. Avatar frames in MR (left) and motion capture (right). The
origin is on the floor, and the x ,y , and z-axes are unit normal vectors
along the side, upward, and forward directions drawn in red, green, and
blue arrows.

Given a set of tracker positions and orientations,
{pw(s, t),Rw(s, t)}s=1:3 in the Cartesian coordinate system,
we create a new avatar frame that has the origin on the
nearest floor and the axes along the side, upward, and
forward directions of the avatar. We obtain the origin, aw(t),
by projecting the center of a bounding box of three trackers
at t timeframe, cw(t), onto the ground plane,

aw(t) = cw(t) −
(cw(t) · yw)
∥yw∥∥yw∥

yw. (4)

where the normal vector of a ground plane is the yw, the basis
vector along a yw-axis in a world coordinate system. Next,
we want to specify the coordinate system of an avatar with
xa, ya, and za basis vectors that represent the side, upward,
and forward directions of the body. We set a ground plane
normal yw as one coordinate direction,

ya = yw. (5)

and find two other orthogonal directions that we call xa and
za. We obtain the candidate direction for the avatar’s viewing,
z̃a, from the rotation matrix of the headset sensor, Rw(1, t),
as follows:

z̃a = Rw(1, t)zw.

The rotation matrix Rw(s, t) orients the s sensors at t
timeframe and transforms the xw, yw, zw-axes of the world
coordinate system into the side, upward, and viewing
directions of the sensors. The side direction, xa, must be
orthogonal to both xa and z̃a and is found by taking the
cross-product,

xa = ya × z̃a/∥z̃a∥. (6)

The third orthogonal direction is

za =
xa × ya

∥xa∥∥ya∥
. (7)

B. COORDINATE CONVERSION FOR TRACKERS
MR systems provide pw(s, t) and Rw(s, t) in a world
coordinate system. We transform a given data in a world
coordinate system into an avatar coordinate system. Trans-
formations begin with finding the avatar frame as described

in Sect. IV-A. A point in the avatar coordinates is rotated and
translated to a point in the world coordinates,

pw(s, t) = A(t)pa(s, t) + aw(t). (8)

Rw(s, t) = A(t)Ra(s, t). (9)

where A(t) is a rotation matrix whose columns are the basis
vectors of the avatar frame. That is,

M(t) = A(t)−1
=

 xTa
yTa
zTa

 . (10)

We want to go in the opposite direction to obtain the
representation of vectors in the world coordinate system in
the avatar coordinate system.WewantA(t)−1, and the desired
matrixM(t) is

M(t) = A(t)−1
=

 xTa
yTa
zTa

 . (11)

Since a rotation matrix is an orthonomal matrix in that the
columns are orthogonal to each other and unit vectors, the
inverse of a rotation matrix is a transpose matrix. We trans-
form pw(s, t) and Rw(s, t) and achieve the representations in
the avatar frame as described in Eq. 1 and Eq. 2.

C. COORDINATE CONVERSION FOR MOTION CAPTURE
Since a typical motion capture system sets a pelvis joint as an
origin and the initial frame stays the same even after capturing
subjects’ moving around in space, the representations of the
positions and rotations at t timeframe are with respect to the
frame defined at an initial timeframe. This fixed frame yields
the undesired effects that the pelvis joint has rotation angles
about the unknown and meaningless axes. To avoid this,
we transform the motion capture data into the defined avatar
coordinate system so that the axes are posturally meaningful.

To define an avatar frame, we need to use the positions
and orientations of the head and hand controller. The
representations of the head and hand joints in motion capture
systems are with respect to the parent joints, and those in MR
systems are with respect to the reference frame. In order to
make the same representations, we add imaginary trackers
to motion capture data for the headset and two hand-held
controllers. These imaginary trackers represent their position
and rotations with respect to the reference frame instead of
the parent joint. Using these imaginary trackers, we define an
avatar frame.

Our transformations for motion capture data are;
1) to create the imaginary trackers 2) to define the avatar
frame, and 3) to transform data representations in an avatar
coordinate system. At first, we create the imaginary trackers
whose representations correspond to the MR tracker inputs
with respect to a world frame, pw(s, t),Rw(s, t) for s =

1, 2, 3. In a world frame, we use the center point of the
left and right eye joints for a headset s = 1, the left-hand
joint for a left controller s = 2, and the right-hand joint
for a right controller s = 3. By adding the offset ε

along the principal direction, these computed data match
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the headset and hand-held controllers in the physical world.
Next, we define the avatar frame as in Sect. IV-A. Then,
we transform into an avatar coordinate system to achieve
pa(s, t),Ra(s, t) for s = 4 · · · 21 where the number of joints
to represent the full body is 21. We repeat these coordinate
transformations for each timeframe t of motion capture data.

Transformed position and rotation values have representa-
tions in an avatar coordinate system. After our transforma-
tions, the rotation angles of the imaginary trackers at s =

1, 2, 3 and the pelvis joint at s = 4 are rotation about the
axes from the avatar frame, while the rotation angles of the
captured joints at s = 5 . . . 21 are rotation about the axes
from the parent joints. The avatar frame is updated at every
timeframe so that the transformed motion capture data is
robust to the user’s global motion.

V. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE FOR POSING
A. INPUT AND OUTPUT REPRESENTATION
For a mapping f defined in (3), the input is the position
pa(s) and rotation matrix Ra(s) of s = 1, 2, 3 in an
avatar coordinate system that are acquired as (10) and (11)
from the head and two hand-held controllers. Due to the
discontinuity of the axis-angle representation [26], we use
a rotation matrix, discard the third row, and end up with a
continuous 6D representation, θa(s), 6 by 1 vector. The final
input representation is a concatenated vector of position and
rotation from all given sparse inputs, X ∈ R27, as follows:

X =

[
pa(1)T , θa(1)T , · · · ,pa(3)T , θa(3)T

]
. (12)

Note that pa and θa in X are the global displacements and
rotations with respect to the avatar frame.

The output is the global translation and rotation of the
pelvis joint, s = 4, with respect to the avatar frame, and the
local rotation of the articulated joints, s = 5, · · · , 21 with
respect to their parent joints. Our output representation is a
concatenated vector from the pelvis and the other 17 joints,
Y ∈ R111, as follows:

Y =

[
pa(4)T , θa(4)T , θa(5)T , · · · , θa(21)T

]
. (13)

The network’s output defines the pose of a human body with
respect to the avatar frame, and is rotated and translated to
find the pose with respect to the world frame as described in
Eq. 8 and Eq. 9

B. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
Our network exploits and modifies the p-LSTMs [25] that
incorporates prior knowledge of joint connectivities into the
learning network and considers spatial correlation as well
as temporal correlation. The basic architecture of a p-LSTM
network consists of a series of LSTM cells. Each LSTM cell
takes as input a pose vector, the LSTM cell then updates its
internal state based on the input pose vector and the previous
state of the network, and the output of the LSTM cell is a
hidden state vector that is passed to the next LSTM cell in the
sequence. Our key modification is to set a sequential order of

LSTM cells to achieve the root joint first, the upper-body, and
then the lower body.

As depicted in Fig. 2 (c), a series of nine pose layers
alongside 10 pose cue layers are connected to find the pose
following the kinematics tree of 21 joints. Fig. 2 (d) shows
the p-LSTM cell, which consists of one LSTM network and
one pose layer. Specifically, the first p-LSTM builds the
root joint’s position and rotations from three sparse trackers.
The inferred root joint is merged into the input pose in the
pose layer of the first p-LSTM. The merged information is
propagated along the next sequentially connected p-LSTM
network. The entire pose is constructed in the order shown in
Fig.2 (e). Two types of pose cues can be created depending
on how outputs are merged: 1) Concatenation method, which
concatenates the output of one p-LSTM to its input (from first
p-LSTM to 5th, and from 6th p-LSTM to 10th pose layer).
2) Elimination method, which deletes the rotations of the
unnecessary joints (from 5th p-LSTM to 6th). The propagated
pose cue is regressed to the full-body pose via FC. The output
of the pose network, Y , is changed to the world coordinates
to achieve the final output pose.

C. LOSS FUNCTION
We minimize a loss function of the position and rotation
losses from the p-LSTMs. The loss function of the first
p-LSTM model, Lpelvis is

Lpelvis = λ1(p̂a(4) − pa(4))2 + λ2(θ̂a(4) − θa(4))2. (14)

where p̂ and θ̂ denote the ground truth of the position and
rotation vectors. Eq. 14 shows the loss of the first p-LSTM
model, which predicts the global positions and rotations of
the pelvis joint. The total loss of k propagated LSTMs is,

L = λ3Lpelvis + λ4

∑
k

1
jn − 4

jn∑
j=5

(θ̂a(j) − θa(j))2. (15)

In our study, the hyperparameters are λ1 = 1, λ2 = 1,
λ3 = 0.1, and λ4 = 0.01.

VI. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we first explain the implementation details in
Sect. VI-A, and introduce metrics used in our experiments
in Sect. VI-B. Using metrics, we compare our method’s
accuracy with previous methods qualitatively and quantita-
tively in Sect. VI-C. We compare our method’s running time
with previous methods in Sect. VI-D. We demonstrate our
method’s robustness for an application in VR systems in
Sect. VI-E. We end with the limitations in Sect. VI-F.

A. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
We use two public datasets for training and testing, namely
CMU [27] and HDM05 [28] datasets, which are two widely
used motion capture datasets for 3D human motion recon-
struction. We split each dataset into 90% (831,234 frames)
and 10% (92,359 frames) of random training and testing sets.
We unified the frame rate of these two datasets to 60 Hz.
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FIGURE 2. The framework of our proposed GeoPose. (a) Input trackers (b) Conversion world to avatar coordinates (c) Pose regression
p-LSTMs (d) A unit of p-LSTM (e) Procedure of constructing avatar pose via p-LSTMs (f) Conversion avatar to world coordinates
(g) Output pose.

Our datasets comprised a diverse range of walking, running,
dancing, and exercising.

We transform two datasets to obtain the representations
with respect to the avatar frame using Python and then use
these transformed datasets to train our model with PyTorch.
One LSTM block consists of one LSTM cell with 100 hidden
units and one FC with 150 hidden units. In addition, the last
FC layer has 256 hidden units after the p-LSTMs. We use
the Adam optimizer [29] with a batch size of 256, a window
size of 35 and a learning rate that starts from 1 × 10−3,
which decay by a factor of 0.99 every 300 iterations. It takes
about four and a half hours to train our method for up to
3100 iterations on NVIDIA GeForce GTX1080 GPU.

B. METRICS
We use the following metrics: 1) mean per-joint position
error (MPJPE) measures the mean Euclidean distance error
of all estimated joints in centimeters with the root joint
aligned; 2) mean per-joint rotation error (MPJRE) measures
the mean global rotation error of all body joints in degrees;
3) root position error (rootPE) measures the Euclidean
distance error of the pelvis joint in centimeters; 4) root
rotation error (rootRE) measures the global rotation error of
the pelvis joint in degrees.

MPJPE, and MPJRE represent the pose accuracy and
are independent of the global position and rotation of an
avatar instance. Since real applications are sensitive to global
motion, rootPE and rootRE are crucial metrics to denote the
accuracy of avatar reconstruction in MR applications. Our
rotation error RE(s, t) of joint s at timeframe t is a Euclidean
norm of the rotation vector erot (s, t) which corresponds to the
following rotation matrix:

Erot (s, t) = R̂g
w(s, t)R

g
w(s, t)

T . (16)

where R̂g
w and Rg

w are the ground truth and reconstructed
values of the global rotation matrix with respect to the world
frame. In all our metrics, the lower numbers are better.

C. COMPARISONS
There have been significant efforts toward generating
full-body poses from sparse inputs. Among them, we com-
pare our proposed GeoPose with AvatarPoser [14] and
LoBSTr [10]. These methods use three or four inputs,
consider the global translation of a root joint, try to generate a
wide range of poses, and aim for real-time in commercial VR
systems. Since LoBSTr does not provide public source codes,
we implement their network architecture, use four inputs,
including the pelvis joint, and run Final IK in Unity for the
upper body joints. As AvatarPoser provides public source
codes in GitHub, we run the source codes to train and test
and add additional rendering in Unity. For a fair comparison,
we train all the methods on the same training and testing
datasets and optimize the parameters by adopting the Adam
solver with batch size 256. Non-linear optimizers or different
batch sizes might change the errors and running time.

1) POSE COMPARISON
The state-of-the-art methods are compared in Fig. 3 and
Table 1 in terms of the generated pose accuracy. Fig. 3 depicts
visual comparisons of different methods based on given
sparse inputs for various motions. Avatars are color-coded to
show errors in red. The superiority of our approach is evident
in the qualitative results, where GeoPose yields the least error
compared to other techniques.

Table 1 summarizes the accuracy evaluation of the
generated poses using MPJPE and MPJRE metrics. Our
MPJPE result achieves an accuracy improvement of about
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FIGURE 3. Visual results. The first column shows the ground truth.
Generated poses using GeoPose, AvatarPoser, and LoBSTr are color-coded
to show the large errors in red.

TABLE 1. Pose generation comparison of GeoPose with the
state-of-the-art methods on CMU and HMD05 datasets. For each dataset,
the best results are highlighted in boldface.

1.17 cm (13.9 %) compared with AvatarPoser and 3.33 cm
(35.9 %) compared with LoBSTr on the CMU dataset. Our
method gives slightly worse results, about 0.11 cm(1.3 %),
compared with AvatarPoser on the HDM05 dataset, but the
relative error is negligible. We gain about 1.11 cm (11.9
%) compared with LoBSTr on HDM05 dataset. Regarding
MPJRE, GeoPose achieves the best performance on the CMU
dataset, and AvatarPoser achieves the best on the HDM05
dataset at about 10 %. The proposed method outperforms
state-of-the-art methods in MPJPE metric and performs
competitively in MPJRE metric. AvatarPoser achieves the
second-best performance, and LoBSTr is low.

2) ROOT JOINT COMPARISON
Table 2 reports the performance comparisons for an avatar’s
global translation and rotation. The pelvis joint is the root of
the articulated joints, and thus the location and orientation
of the pelvis joint represent those of an avatar instance.
The third column shows performance comparisons for the
location in a world coordinate system. Our result gains
0.41 cm (16.6 %) compared with AvatarPoser and 1.83 cm
(42.5 %) compared with LoBSTr on the CMU dataset. Also,
our method gives better results, about 1.51 cm (63.9 %),
compared with AvatarPoser, and about 0.86 cm (26.7 %)
compared with LoBSTr on the HDM05 dataset. Regarding
rootPE, our method achieves the best results on both datasets
and surpasses other methods. The fourth column depicts
performance comparisons for the global rotation in a world
coordinate system. Regarding rootRE, our method gains
1.2◦ compared with AvatarPoser and shows better results

TABLE 2. Global motion comparison of GeoPose with the state-of-the-art
methods on CMU and HMD05 datasets. For each dataset, the best results
are highlighted in boldface.

TABLE 3. Time (ms) comparison between GeoPose (Ours), AvatarPoser,
and LoBSTr in VR. The best results are highlighted in boldface.

at about 2.5◦ compared with LoBSTr. GeoPose achieves
the best performance regarding rootPE and rootRE metrics
outperforming.

The errors of the root joint are accumulated through the
kinematic chains and affect all the joints in the human
body model. Therefore the errors of the root joint are
noticeable and easily perceived by humans. Full body pose
generation from sparse trackers needs to compare the root
errors as well as the widely used MPJPE metric for pose
accuracy. Therefore, we compared ours with the methods
which reconstruct both global and local motions. We exclude
FLAG in our comparison, which yields low full body error
on AMASS dataset similar to AvatarPoser and assumes no
global motion [13].

D. RUNNNING TIME ANALYSIS
We conducted performance evaluations. Table 3 compares a
GeoPose model with LoBSTr and AvatarPoser. We measured
the average running time using Unity Profiler on nVidia
GeForce RTX3070 GPU. For a fair comparison, we calculate
both network inference time and pose generation time. Our
method andAvatarPoser show similar inference speeds, while
LoBStr presents a faster inference time. AvatarPoser requires
executing an IK algorithm to correct the joint angles after the
network forward passes, and LoBStr requires an IK for the
upper body joints. Due to the computation complexity of a
Final IK algorithm [30], our method has amuch shorter avatar
generation time per each timeframe.

Regarding running time, reinforcement learning approaches
with physics-based properties have reported relatively poor
performance. Neural3Points reported a 100 ms delay [15],
and QuestSim mentioned 160 ms [16]. Also, a VAE frame-
work method [12] is slower than AvatarPoser and LoBSTr,
according to the experiments conducted by Jiang et al. [14].

Compared to state-of-the-art methods, the GeoPose
achieves a fast generation time, 7.58 ms, which is approx-
imately 130 fps. Table.3 shows the network inference and
pose generation time of ours, AvatarPoser, and LoBSTr
methods, and our method provides fair results. Considering
VR systems require 60 − 80 fps to avoid sickness, GeoPose
meets the performance requirements far beyond.
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FIGURE 4. Comparison of the generated avatar using GeoPose and the VR user.

E. TEST ON A COMMERCIAL VR SYSTEM
We examine the robustness of our method in real applications
where a user moves around in space and acts in various
poses. We ran our algorithm online in Unity VR applications.
We use HTCVive Pro HMD and two hand-held controllers to
perform a real-time test in VR. Our test motions are walking,
running, sitting, jumping, bending, turning around, squatting,
and so on. Figure 4 illustrates our GeoPose avatar generated
from the HMD and two hand-held controllers of the user in
the physical world. With tests on a commercial VR system,
GeoPose proves its stability in a wide range of motions,
including the user’s global and local translation and rotation
motions. More tests and animation videos are available in
supplementarymaterials. See the videos for global translation
and rotation motion in jumping and running.

F. LIMITATIONS
Although GeoPose generates plausible full-body poses and
locates an avatar in a globally feasible position, GeoPose may
produce unnatural lower-body movements, such as jittering,
foot sliding, and feet penetrating the floor. Since the same
sensor inputs correspond to multiple poses, the generated
pose is the most possible pose rather than the accurate pose.

VII. CONCLUSION
We presented GeoPose, a novel geometry-incorporated
method for a full-body pose generation of an avatar from

an HMD and two controllers. GeoPose first transforms the
datasets with respect to the avatar frame and then uses nine
connected LSTMsmodel to distinguish the global motion and
local pose and generate a full-body pose independently from
globalmotion, taking into account the known kinematic infor-
mation. We show that our geometry-incorporated approach
is accurate, fast enough for practical MR applications, and
robust under a wide range of global motions and the local
pose of a user. The experimental evaluation demonstrates
that our method outperforms state-of-the-art methods and is
practically applicable to commercial VR systems.

There are various avenues for future research. In terms
of visual representation details, the SMPL model [31] may
enhance embodiment with the skinned representation of
an avatar. Second, our animated avatars display unnatural
artifacts on their lower legs, such as jittering and unstable foot
contact. Physics-based constraints [8], [10] might improve
motion quality by removing unnatural artifacts. Next, it is
worthwhile to improve the accuracy further by adapting
pose priors [32] and employing network models, such as
variational autoencoders [13] or Transformer [33], [34], [35]
for GeoPose.
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